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1-4 5 The threeand four-photon Josephson parametric amplifiers have been plagued by the problem of "noise rise", a noise temperature that in-6-9 10 creases roughly as the power gain.
Huberman et ale first suggested that chaos might be the explanation of this phenomenon in the four-photon case, and there has subsequently been a considerable literature on the subect?-9,11 Pedersen and Davidson 8 concluded that chaos could indeed explain the noise rise in the four-photon amplifier, while Levinsen 9 concluded that chaos could not be the explanation in either the three-or four-photon case. Levinsen 9 emphasizes that an important aspect of the real amplifiers has usually been neglected in the other studies of chaotic behavior, namely the circuit that couples the signal to and from the junction. Since the gain of the amplifier is intimately related to the impedance presented by the coupling circuit, any model that attempts to explain the noise rise must include this element.
R 12
experl.menta stuJ:es 0 . c aos l.n-a osep son-tunne . Junc::-__ _ tion shunted by a resistor with significant self-inductance have brought to light an important effect due to the presence of thermal noise in a non-linear system exhibiting subharmonic modes and chaos. In this system, noise-induced "hopping" between nearby modes can occur, resulting in copious levels of noise at low frequencies. To test whether such hopping effects can occur in a Josephson parametric amplifier, we have simulated the three-photon mode with an analog simulator that includes both a calibrated thermal noise source and a model for the coupling circuit.
We conclude, first, that chaos cannot explain the noise rise, and, second, that there is strong evidence that the hopping mechanism accounts for the observed noise.
The analog circuit, suggested by Levinsen,9 is illustrated in Fig sistors, R' and~, to achieve a Q for the coupling circuit, (L'/C') 2/ (R' + ~), of about 20. We also maintained the conditions R' = ~ arid . 4
R' + ~ ~ R J necessary to achieve near-optimum noise performance.
Finally, a white noise current, IN(t), was included to represent Nyquist noise in the shunt conductance of the junction. 13 The magnitude of this noise is characterized by r ::
We followed the standard procedure in setting up the correct pump and dc-bias levels. With low pump power and a small signal at Ws ~ w p /2, we adjusted the dc-bias current, I dc ' until signal gain and an idler at frequency wi = wp -Ws ~ Ws were observed. We then increased the pump amplitude, I p ' adjusting Idc to achieve maximum gain. Maximum gain oc-LBL-1609l curs when From these results, we can draw three conclusions about the noise rise in three-photon parametric amplifiers. First, choas is excluded as a possible explanation •. It is an inescapable fact that to achieve signif-6 LBL-16091 icant levels of gain the amplifier must be operated at values of bias current and pump power below the threshold for bifurcation to. period two, and well-removed from possible chaotic modes that might exist at higher bias levels. Second, the noise rise occurs only when a non-zero level of thermal noise is present. Third, the noise rise is most likely the result of occasional hopping,induced by thermal noise, between a bias point in the unbifurcated region to an unstable one in the bifurcated region. Qualitatively, one would expect this picture to give rise to a noise temperature that increases with gain: One increases the gain by biasing the amplifier nearer to the threshold for a period-doubling bifurcation, so that the likelihood of noise-induced hopping is inevitably increased.
Finally, we emphasize that it is most unlikely that the mechanism we have presented here for the noise-rise in the three-photon amplifier accounts for the noise-rise in the four-photon amplifier, for which the amplificatioIl, p~oceps :i,nv(~lves s~gnificantly different dynamics. :."..."..--f-----I---- ... I-1""l.
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